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watermark signal is an important technology by means of
information and communication theory. In [4], Biswas et al.
proposed an adaptive compressed MPEG-2 watermarking
scheme. In the scheme, the spatial spread spectrum watermark
is embedded directly into the compressed streams by
modifying discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients.
Although it is substantially more effective and robust against
spatial attacks such as scaling, rotation, frame averaging, and
filtering, but the effectiveness is not obvious for resisting to
temporal attacks like frame dropping and temporal shifting.
For MPEG-4 video, Barni et al. presented a watermarking
method of MPEG-4 Video objects in [5]. The algorithm
proposed embeds a watermark in each video object by
imposing a particular relationship between some predefined
pairs of quantized DCT coefficients in the luminance blocks
of pseudo-randomly selected macroblocks (MBs). The
system presents some robustness against common
manipulations such as re-coding at lower bitrates and frame
dropping, however it do not thinks a good candidate for
copyright protection and digital rights management (DRM) in
information hiding applications. At present, a robust video
adaptive watermarking method was proposed for copyright
protection in discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain [6].
In [6], the incorporation of visual model, the scheme
proposed has resulted in an efficient watermarking scheme for
effective copyright protection of the video. But for
authentication of the video content, the method is
non-effective. Hence, application of the method is limited. In
[7], Chetan and Raghavendra et al. proposed a robust blind
digital video watermarking scheme with scrambled
watermarks data based on scene changes for authentication of
digital video, which embeds different parts of a single
watermark into different scenes of a video in DWT domain.
However, the scheme has a tremendous influence for video
bit-rate and invisibility under certain communication
condition.
Compressed sensing (CS) theory has been developed
recently and has provided a suitable method for identifying
the best trade-off relation as described in [8]-[10]. It has been
shown that many signal processing algorithms performed in
the CS domain have very close performance as performed in
the original domain [11]-[13]. Based on the CS theory, Zhao
et al. proposed an image semi-fragile watermarking algorithm
in [10]. In the algorithm, the measurement values of CS are
registered as the zero-watermarking, and can recover the
tampered image with the watermarking information. Lu et al.
[14] has proposed a secure image retrieval system through
random projection in CS domain. Furthermore, ref. [15]
shows that CS transformation can achieve computationally
secure encryption. In [16], Zhang et al. proposed a novel

Abstract—Video watermark is an important tool using for
protecting digital content in information security field. In video
watermark achievement, the embedding method is an important
technology. For protection fingerprint images by the video
watermark, the paper proposes a novel 3-D bedding scheme
which can hide digital fingerprint images in DCT-CS domain.
The extensive experiments have shown that the proposed
scheme can effectively obtain the better trade-off between
robustness and statistical transparency.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In video information hiding field, digital watermarking is
an effective means to protect multimedia content by
imperceptibly embedding secret data into the host media in
which digital video is a very promising host signal that can
carry a large amount of data (payload) and its potential for
secret communications is largely unexplored [1]-[3]. Since a
video is formed from a sequence of frames, it presents the data
owner with the possibility to embed and send a large amount
of watermark data [4], [5].
However, the allowable bit-rate of the video stream is
determined via the bandwidth of the transmission medium.
Thereby, it is a great challenge to design a robust information
hiding system where the hiding parameters scale properly
with reduced bitrates and one has to trade-off data embedding
capacity to obtain robustness at higher compression rates. For
some video compression formats, such as MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4, the number of variable parameters are many more
(i.e., variation in bit-rate, Group of Pictures size, and so on)
[4], [5]. Therefore, design of the video information hiding
needs to be synthetically considered, in which video
watermarking scheme is robust to variation in these
parameters and achieves high compression ratios from both
spatial and temporal domains [6], [7].
For satisfying robustness, the embedding method of the
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where y is an M × 1 sampled vector, and  is
an M  N measurement matrix that is incoherent with  , i.e.,
the maximum magnitude of the element in  is small.
Equation (1) presents an l1 minimization problem which
can be solved by orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm. It
has been shown that it is feasible for many signal processing
algorithms to be performed in the CS domain [13], [19], and
[20]. For (2), if the entries of matrix  are generated from a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ∈1/m,
 is a RIP matrix with overwhelming probability in [19],
[20]. The Gaussian CS matrix suits include the seeds and a
random function.
In the practical application, an image with the size
N= N1  N 2 is divided generally into B×B blocks, and each
block is sampled using an appropriately-sized measurement
matrix  B in CS domain. That is, suppose that xi is a sparse

watermarking scheme which employed a CS technique to
retrieve the coefficients by exploiting the sparseness in the
DCT domain. In [17], Wang and Zeng et al. proposed a
scheme of integrated secure watermark detection and privacy
preserving storage in the CS domain, in which the multimedia
data and secret watermark pattern were presented to the cloud
for secure watermark detection in a CS domain to protect the
privacy. These works indicate that signal processing or
watermarking data-mining in the CS domain is feasible and is
computationally secure under certain conditions.
It is obvious from above description, the emerging theory
of CS indicates that the watermark models CS -based can also
be used to simplify the acquisition of high-dimensional
signals that might otherwise be difficult to collect or encode
[18]. Rather than collecting an entire ensemble of signal
samples, CS requires only a small number of random linear
measurements, with the number of measurements
proportional to the sparsity level of the signal.
Inspired by the CS theory, we explore a novel video
watermark embedding scheme to reduce the computational
cost and simultaneously maintain a good robustness and
transparency. Additionally, in order to avoid the distortion of
the chrominance quality of video data, we mainly focus on the
luminance component to perform our embedded scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works for CS. Section III shows the
scheme proposed in this paper.

M
vector representing block i of the input image x  R , M  N .

The corresponding measurement sample yi is then:

yi   B  xi

where length of the yi signal is M, and  B is a M  B 2



 B
 0

 

 0

In [19], and [20], the CS asserts that when a signal can be
represented by a small number of non-zero coefficients, it can
be perfectly recovered after being transformed by a limited
number of incoherent, non-adaptive linear measurements.

x  R M , M  N , where x  f and  is called as the
sparse matrix. For images, typical choices of  include the
DCT and DWT. If  satisfies RIP (Restricted Isometry

This is equivalent to finding the sparsest solutions
to x  f , provided M  Ck log( N / K ) , where C is a
small constant. The CS theory states that such a signal x can
be reconstructed by taking only M linear projection,
non-adaptive measurements as follows
(2)
Blocking 1
Original
watermark

Blocking




0

(4)

In this paper, we propose an effective video watermarking
embedding method based on the DCT-CS domain. In MPEG
coding, the video sequence is first divided into groups of
pictures or frames (GOP) considered I-frame, B-frame, and
P-frame [4]. According to the video sequence characteristics,
the B-frame and P-frame are dependent on the I-frame. And
the raw video data can also be considered as a sequence of
still images. In our approach, the watermark obtained by CS
technology is mainly embedded into the luminance
component of each I-frame in the uncompressed domain. Fig.
1 shows the flowchart of the proposed scheme. Details of the
proposed techniques are described in the following
subsections.

(1)

y  x   f



III. PROPOSED SCHEME

Property), [19], [20] shows solving the bellow optimization
problem

x f

0 
0 
  

0 B 

0
B

Therefore, the overall technique above was called block CS
(BCS) [21].

Suppose a signal f∈ R N is a K-sparse vector (only K out of
the N elements of f are nonzero) and can be transformed to

s.t.



measurement matrix such that size of the m is M  B 2 / N
and M is samples needed by the CS measurement for the
whole image. In this way,  has a block-diagonal structure as

II. RELATED TECHNIQUES OF CS THEORY

min || f ||1

(3)

BCS

Blocking 2

BCS

y1
y2

The CSwatermark
signal

process

y wM

image
Blocking k

BCS

ykm

Fig. 1. Sketch of the proposed scheme in DCT-CS domain.
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Fig. 2. Generation of the watermark signal in CS domain.
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Fig. 3. 3D-DCT process worked on the Sum(1,1) .

Next, the DC value of each block located in the same position
of successive frames for a group is transformed into the DCT
domain again. After transforming the second DCT process,
we will obtain a new DC value and several AC values.
Afterwards, the sum of all absolute AC values with weights is
expressed as

A. CS-Watermark Signal
In the scheme presented, we divide firstly the original
watermark image into a lot of nonoverlapping blocks, in
which blocking criteria of the watermark image is jointly
decided by size of the robust watermark signal and
positioning accuracy of the watermark as extraction and
recover purpose. Next, each block of the watermark image is
carried out by a sparse basis matrix in which we use DCT as
the sparse basis Ψ, and form various DCT coefficients blocks.
Simultaneity, measurement matrix  B of the BCS is

Sum( ,  ) 

W ( ,  ,  ) | AC( ,  ,  ) |
s

(5)

l

where Sum( ,  ) is the sum of all AC values, Ws ( ,  ,  )

and AC( ,  ,  ) denote the corresponding weight value and
the  th AC value corresponding to  th block of successive
frames within the  th group, respectively. Here, the initial
weight value can be decided by the owner. Repeating the
above steps for all blocks of frames with the same group, a
sequence of sums of every block will be acquired. Fig.3 shows
a simple process in which each of the four frames of 1st group
is separated into the 8×8 size blocks.
After computing Sum( ,  ) for all blocks, we will

deployed to sense these DCT coefficients independently
within each block. The process is simply random linear
projection, and can be achieved by inner product operation of
corresponding two elements between Ψ and  B . Here,
according to principle of CS theory in [19], and [20],
selection of  B is incoherent with Ψ. Since the sparse basis
Ψ is a type of DCT matrix, we can solve the constraint by
designing an appropriate measurement matrix  B according

calculate threshold T ( ) which will affect the robustness and

to CS principle in [21]. Finally, the watermark signal that will
be called CS-watermark signal in this paper, is produced by
combining the all sampling values of measurement
matrix  B . The realization principle of the CS-watermark

transparency of the embedding CS-watermark signal.
T ( ) is associated with the characteristic of video and the
number of bits to be embedded, and it can be adjusted by the
information hiding owner depending on the demand and the
trade-off between robustness and transparency
For estimation to T ( ) , combining our experimental data

signal is shown in Fig. 2.
B. CS-Watermark Embedding in DCT-CS Domain
In the paper, for video data of I frame, we take several
successive frames as a group. Every frame within a group will
be divided into a number of blocks which will be transformed
into the DCT domain by the 3-D DCT method according to
the principle of Fig. 1.
In Fig.1, the first, we take four consecutive frames as a
group, and every frame within a group is divided some blocks.

and result of reference [22], suppose that sumG ( ,  )
denotes a converting form of a Gaussian function of Sum( ,  ) ,
we design an empirical formula of T ( ) by principle of
probability distribution. We sum up the probabilities of all
Sum( ,  ) corresponding to the same sumG ( ,  ) to gain
208
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the occurrence frequency of every sumG ( ,  ) . So, the

the high frequency components does. Therefore, we apply the
weights to modulate the Sum( ,  ) defined as

distribution of sumG ( ,  ) can be derived by the
probability of every sumG ( ,  ) value. If Numbit ( ) and

Sum/ ( ,  ) 

/

and We ( ,  ,  ) denote  th AC value corresponding to

expressed as shown in (6)-(8).

R

 Pr ob( , ),

  SumG ( ,  )  0

(10)

where D( ,  )  Sum ( ,  )  Sum( ,  ) , AC( ,  ,  )

sumG ( ,  )   . Then, based on our experiments, T ( ) is

Pr obth ( ) 

s

 We ( ,  ,  ) D( ,  )

group and total blocks in a frame, respectively, meanwhile,
Pr ob( , ) denotes the probability value of

Numbit ( )
Pr obth ( )  1 
Numblock

W ( ,  ,  ) | AC( ,  ,  ) |
l

NumBlock denote the number of embedding bits in the ith

(6)

 th block of successive frames within the  th group,
respectively. We ( ,  ,  ) could be adjusted by the
information hiding owner but the sum of We ( ,  ,  ) must

(7)

be equal to one.
In this way, according to Q( ,  ) and the bits to be

t 0

embedded, we can obtain Sum( ,  ) modified by QIM as
512

T ( )  R 
R  log(

(8)

follow

512
)  log( Maxsum ( ))
R

Sum( ,  )  Sum( ,  )
if Q( ,  )  2 p, and wm  0

when Pr obth ( ) and Pr ob( , ) are given, variable R can
be estimated by (20), and we can further derive T ( ) . The

if

/

quantizing process in the QIM method, which is obtained
depending on the video property.
After determining the T ( ) by (8), we can obtain an
integer quotient as follows:

if

(9)

change or not when Q( ,  ) is an even or odd value
corresponding to the signal wm . So, after determining the
embedding position by (11), the original value of
Sum( ,  ) in the position can be modulated to the median
value of the corresponding section by Sum/ ( ,  ) . Thus, by

every region represents a bit (0 or 1) of the CS-watermark
data. On the other hand, in order to the robustness of the
CS-watermark data, the value of Sum( ,  ) will be changed

repeating the above procedures until all CS-watermark bits
are embedded, the embedding process will be finished.
Finally, all embedding positions, weights Ws ( ,  ,  ) , and

to median value in the corresponding section to resist for the
distortion embedded. Fig. 4 is an example of embedding
procedure.

median
0

median
1

the threshold T ( ) will be recorded as the secret

information of embedding key.
Usually, the QIM is independent of video image content,
and therefore the method may lead to serious degradation of
visual quality. However, in our scheme, we modify the
traditional QIM algorithm because a small amount of the
CS-watermark signal are embedded into the video stream and
alterative Sum( ,  ) of several AC values of frames can be

If bit 1 to be embedded

AC-sum median
0

Q( , ） 2 p  1, and wm  0

where wm [0，
1] denotes the embedded CS-watermark bit
of every block of the watermark image from the measurement
samples in CS domain. p is a random nonnegative integer
determined the selection of quantizer with step size △. Based
on (10), it is easy to know whether Sum( ,  ) needs to

In order to embed the CS-watermark data, we utilize the
QIM to perform the embedding operation in [23]. Based on
the QIM, the embedding domain is divided into several
regions. The interval of every region is the same, which equals
to the T ( ) , and an index is assigned to every region. So,

If bit 1 to be embedded

(11)

Sum( ,  )  Sum ( ,  )
if Q( ,  )  2 p, and wm  1

threshold T ( ) can be regarded as the tolerance range for the

 Sum( ,  ) 
Q( ,  )  

 T ( ) 

Q( ,  )  2 p  1, and wm  1

median
1

watermark
signal
embed by QIM
Fig. 4.Fig.4
The The
watermark
signal
embedded
QIM.

Since Sum( ,  ) consists of several AC values, the

changed by (5)-(10), and thus maintain good visual quality
and avoid distortion.

modification of Sum( ,  ) caused by embedded watermark

C. Extraction of the CS-Watermark Signal
The extraction process is the inverse operation of the
embedding process as in Fig. 1. Firstly, the raw video
sequence is separated into several groups of frames and each
frame is divided into blocks. Next, the secret information of

is equal to the change of AC values. We known that the low
frequency component is more robust and visually sensitive
than the high frequency component. That is, if the low
frequency component is modulated, it will cause the distortion
more seriously, but it has a higher ability to resist attacks than
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1
where IDCT
is IDCT operation of sparse basis Ψ based-DCT,
and Wiener filtering takes place in the spatial domain of
reconstructing image for eliminating the block effect, and
executing condition of iteration in (14) is

embedding key is applied to acquire the embedding positions.
After determining the embedding blocks, we only transform
the selected blocks into the DCT domain rather all blocks of
the frame in the video stream. By applying 3-D DCT to the
selected blocks, we can further obtain an estimated value




Sum( ,  ) of Sum( ,  ) , which is the sum of AC values
of  th blocks in CS-watermarked frames within the  th

until



group by using (4). Then we compute the quotient Q( ,  )
derived from Sum( ,  ) divided by the threshold T ( ) by
using (4), which is recorded in the secret embedding


information. After computing Q( ,  ) , we can exactly
decide which bit is embedded by (11) expressed as




1, if Q( ,  )  2 p  1
The CS  watermark wM  



0, if Q( ,  )  2 p

(12)

A. Experiment Objects
In our experiment, the CS-watermark image is denoted by a
gray level fingerprint with the size 160×160, in which the
goal of fingerprint image used for the original watermark
signal is to explore an new secure application of e-commerce
with the principle of biological recognition in information
hiding field. Before experiment, we captured the fingerprint
image from sensor FPS110 of Verdicom Inc., and preprocessed the image by binaryzation method [25]. Next, the DCT
matrix will be used as a sparse basis Ψ in the paper, and set
sparsity, K=35. Finally, we obtain the CS-watermark signal
base on Fig. 2. In our experiments, size of blocking B is 16,
but other larger values like 32 and 64 usually yield similar
results. The original fingerprint image and the measurement
samples of various size of CS are illustrated in Fig. 5. (a), (b),
(c) and (d) respectively.
Fig. 5 shows obviously that measurement values of CS
have some random properties. In other words, generating
procedure of the CS-watermark signal is essentially an
encryption process. This is because that the measurement
values of CS are decided via measurement matrix while the
matrix has pseudo-random entries that can be generated by
using a secure key shared between the owner and authorized
users.

bit w M can be exactly ensured one by one until all bits are


extracted. Finally, if y wM denotes estimated data of the




embedded CS-watermark, then ywM  [ w1 , w2 ,..., wM ]T can
be recovered based on the secret key in transmission of the
video stream.
D. High- Recovery Quality of the Original Watermark
Image in CS Domain
In CS domain, the watermark image is reconstructed from
nonadaptive linear projections at the watermark generating
side by viewing the decoding step as an inverse problem that
is cast as a sparsity-regularized convex optimization process
in [8], and [16]. Therefore, for a extracted CS-watermark








signal y wM    x    f , if f is supported on a fixed
(but arbitrary) set with K none zero entries, BCS with
smoothed projected Landweber reconstruction (BCS-SPL) of


[21] can recover x exactly with high probability when the
size M of measurements samples satisfies

M  C ( K N / B (log N ) 2 )

(15)

To test and verify the performance of the CS-watermark
signal proposed, the experimental results are compared with
H. Huang et al. [22] and W. Kong et al. [24] to perform
various attacks, including MPEG compression, noise
contamination, and filtering.





| Dk  Dk 1 | 10 2

IV. EXPERIMENT PROCESS AND RESULTS

By repeating the above steps, the embedded CS-watermark



k  k 1

In essence, BCS-SPL reconstruction applies a Landweber
step on each DCT block using measurements matrix  .
Therefore, we can finally recover high-quality image of the
original watermark data by (14)-(15) in DCT-CS domain.







Dk || x k (i, j )  x k 1 (i, j ) || 2 , for

(13)

for some constant C.
According to secure key S in encoding side, we can
reconstruct measurements matrix  . Thus, for data xk (i, j ) of
each DCT block k ( 1  k  N / 64,1  i  8 and 1  j  8 ),

(a)

(b)

process of BCS-SPL reconstruction is as follows




V1 (u, v)   T  y w1








V k (u, v)  V k 1 (u , v)   T ( y wm   V k 1 (u, v))


(14)

(c )

(d)

Fig. 5. (a) Original watermark fingerprint image with the size 160×160 and
(b), (c), (d) measurement samples of the image with size of 80×80, 80×100,
100×100, respectively.



1
x k (i, j )  Wiener (IDCT
（V k (u , v))）
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For video signal, experiment used two real videos stream
for demonstration. The size of each video is 720×480, and
every video consists of 80 frames. Fig. 6 is the test videos. We
take four successive frames as a group and each frame is
divided into numbers of 8×8 blocks. In (9), the weights,
Ws ( ,  ,  ) ,  =1,2,3, are set to 1. The embedding weights,

where H max is 255 gray value for a gray-level image, and

H1 (i, j ) and H 2 (i, j ) denote the received image and the
original image corresponding to i and j coordinates in 2D
space. I h and I w denote the height and width of the image,
respectively.
Robustness is also one of important performances in video
watermarking. In our experiment, a measure of the
normalized correlation (NC) used for calculating the

We ( ,  ,  ) ,  =1,2,3, are set to 1/6,1/3, and 1/2,
respectively. In addition, we embed 640 bits into a group.
Therefore, we need to ten groups to embed one CS-watermark
image. Meanwhile, in order to find the obvious comparison
result, the watermark data of the fingerprint image are also
generated by DCT method of H. Huang et al. [33] and SVD
method of W. Kong et al. [35], respectively. In this case, size
of the watermark data of methods of H. Huang et al. and W.
Kong et al. are four times more than one of our proposed
method.



difference between the extracted the CS-watermark W (i, j )
in receiver side and the original CS-watermark W (i, j ) in
sender side. NC is defined as
N1

NC 

N2



W (i, j )W (i, j )
i 1 j 1
N1 N 2

(17)

 [W (i, j )]

2

i 1 j 1

where N  N1  N 2 denotes the size of the watermark image,
and N1 and N 2 are the height and width of one.
C. Experiment Results
1) The transparency of the system
In our proposed system, we embed the data of one
watermark image into every 40 frames. The PSNR values of
80 frames are illustrated in Fig. 7 compared with our method,
Huang et al.’s method, and Kong et al.’s method. It is obvious
that the global performance of PSNR values is superior to
Huang et al.’s method and Kong et al.’s method. That is, our
proposed hiding data system only causes very slight distortion
of video signal and simultaneously provides higher visual
quality.

(a)

Basketball

65

Our proposed method
H.Huang's method
W.Kong's method

60

PSNR(dB)

55
50
45
40

(b)
Fig. 6. Test videos. (a) Basketball. (b) Mobile.

35
30
1

B. Performance Measure
We have known that the transparency and the robustness
for information hiding are usually used to measure the system
performance. For transparency, it is an important factor in
information hiding. We use the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) as a criterion to estimate the invisibility for three
methods in our experiment. The PSNR can clearly judge the
received image quality by comparing the degree of diversity
between the received image and the original one. The PSNR
and mean square error (MSE) are expressed as

MSE 

1
Ih  Iw

31

41
51
frame number

61

71

(a)
65

Mobile

Our proposed method
H.Huang's method
W.Kong's method

31
41
51
frame number

61

PSNR(dB)

60
55
50
45
40
35
30
1

11

21

71

2) The robustness of the system
Compress process: Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the results after
those of compressions under the different bit rates compared

(16)

Iw

 | H (i, j )  H
1

i

21

(b)
Fig. 7. PSNR comparison with three methods.

H2
PSNR  10 log max
MSE
Ih

11

2 (i ,

j ) |2

j
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with our method, Huang et al.’s method, and Kong et al.’s
method. Obviously, the higher the NC value, the better the
robustness of the hiding system. On the other hand, after
embedded watermark, the hiding data can almost be extracted
even though the bit rate is as low as 0.5Mbps. In other words,
the results show that our proposed method can efficiently
resist compression attacks of MPEG-2 and H.264 for
transmission systems of the different bit rates.

can understand no matter what the attacks are, the NC values
of the fingerprint image recovered from our proposed hiding
system can still exceed 0.997, and the image can reconstruct
with higher quality than the methods of Huang et al. and Kong
et al. In other words, the information hiding system proposed
in this paper have a better ability to resist various attacks. In
this case, we take fully advantage of CS in which a signal can
be retrieved with high probability by a relatively small
number of measurements.
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1.1
1

NC

0.9
0.8
0.7
Our proposed method
H.Huang's method
W.Kong's method
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0.5
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1
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3
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4.5

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Comparison result against wiener filtering attack for basketball
video. (a) Our proposed method, NC=1; (b) H.Huang’s method, NC=0.782;
(c) W.Kong’s method, NC=0.623.
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Fig. 11. Comparison result against wiener filtering attack for Mobil video. (a)
Our proposed method, NC=0.997; (b) H.Huang’s method, NC=0.758; (c)
W.Kong’s method, NC=0.606.
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Fig. 8. Comparison results under the different MPEG-2 bit rates.
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Fig. 12. Comparison result against Gaussian noise attack for basketball
video. (a) Our proposed method, NC=1; (b) H.Huang’s method, NC=0.862;
(c) W.Kong’s method, NC=0.766.
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Fig. 13. Comparison result against Gaussian noise attack for mobile video. (a)
Our proposed method, NC=1; (b) H.Huang’s method, NC=0.896; (c)
W.Kong’s method, NC=0.802.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

2

In this paper, we have proposed a robust 3-D video
watermark embedding scheme in DCT-CS domain. The
watermark data is generated by measurement values of BCS
which can express all features of the original watermark
image and itself possess an encryption property from random
elements of the CS measurement matrix. Since the hiding
system proposed in the paper needs only to embed a smaller
amount of the CS-watermark data into video signal, it is
obvious that the proposed system can effectively resist
compressions, noises, and filtering attacks and can maintain a
good performance in transparency and robustness. On the

(b)
Fig. 9. Comparison results under the different H.264 bit rates.

Filtering and noise attacks: In order to study deeply the
robustness of the information hiding system, we consider also
various intentional or unintentional attacks, such as Gaussian
noise (mean is 0 and variance is 0.05) and “pepper & salt”
(density is 0.1) attacks, wiener filter attacks to demonstrate
the performances of the system. Fig. 10-Fig. 13 present the
experimental results of the watermark image recovered by
three methods after various attacks. From these results, we
212
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other hand, utilizing a priori knowledge of measurement
matrix in CS domain, the system can also reconstruct higher
quality the watermark image than ones of DCT-based and
SVD-based. In further, we will research deeply information
forensics by CS theory.
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